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Figure 1. Map showing locationoflheDallaslFl. Worth airport. the sensors aroundDFW. anO. lhe DallasLove Field. The Low Level 
Wind Shew Alert System (UWAS) stations Cll DFW are denoted by their geographic identifiers (W, NW, SW; etc.). the Automated 
Surface Observing Stalion (ASOS) al DFW is shown as a square, the Love TDWR (DAL) is shown as a triangle, anO. Runway 35 
Left (35L), on which the inddelll aircraft was taking off(lOward the north), is also labelled. 

2257 GMT in a "north flow" with miles-in-trail re
strictions due to ongoing computer problems at ZFW. 

By the time the departures resumed in earnest, preci
pitation at the airport had dim.inished to levelland the 
line of thunderstonns was approximately ten miles 
east of Lhe airpon moving eastward at 30 knots (Fig. 2). 
Approximately 15 aircraft took off to the north without 
incident before two aircraft on the west side of the air
port reported wind shear encounters at approximately 
2330 GMT. (Figure 3 shows a transcript of the weath
er-related transmissions on the west and east side tow
er frequencies for the period of reported wind shear.) 
Three minutes later the pilot of AA 1352 taking off on 
Runway 35L on the east side of the airport reponed an 
encounter with severe wind shear. Reportedly, the 
winds gusted to 40 kts from the southwest (a lailwind), 

"the plane was rocked ...violently to the right" (Dallas 
Morning News. 4120/96), and the right wingtip banked 
down toward the runway. The aircraft was so low in al
titude, there was concern that the wingtip might actu
ally impact the runway. He used full throttle to keep 
the plane airborne and advised the relevant air traffic 
controller to halt departures. 

3. METEOROLOGICAL DATA 

3.1. Witness Observations 

At the time of the incident, personnel at the prototype 
Integrated Terminal Weather System site operated by 
MIT Lincoln Laboratory at DFW could see turbulent 
low clouds moving in different directions over the air
port. The clouds were described as looking "like the 
top of a meringue pie". The cloud base was approxi
mately 250 m (820 ft) AGL. 



FiglUe2. Daln mosaicedfrom three ojlhejour Airport Sur
veillanceRadars(lhe "DFW-w" ASR-9 is notroutinely in
cluded in the mosaic) is shown at halfhour intervals lead
in8 up 10 the wind shear e....ent. The range rings are drawn 
alIO run (J8km) intervals. The approximate wcati.onojrhe 
wiJuJ. shear event is shown in tllefinal panel, aT the tip ofthe 
black arrow. The wind shear encouruer took place in the 
srraJijorm region trailing the squall line. 

Several airport workers on the ground reported watch
ing a rotating cloud cross the airfield into the flight 
path of the incident aircraft. The eyewitnesses were re
portedly skeptical that the aircraft would remain air
borne after encountering the clOUd. 

3.2. Environmental Conditions 

The surface synoplic chart around DFW at 02 on 13 
April is shown in Figure 4. A low pressure center of 
999.9 mb is just sou th of Ft. Wo!'ih, where the pressure 
reads 1004.5 mb. The temperature at Ft. Worth is 60°F 
and the dew point is 58 0 F, after the passage of the line 
of thundersLOrms. The heavy dashed vertical tine de
picts the location of the dry line, a line of density con
trast with much drier air to the west. The cold front is 
not shown, but is associated with the northerly winds 
shown at Ft Worth, Oklahoma City, and Dodge City, 
KS. It's orientation is approximately E-W through the 
low pressure center. The strong line of thunderstorms 
was triggered by the dry line, and the development was 
supponed by the presence of the cold front and the 
broad lifting associated with the low pressure center. 

The NWS sounding taken at OZ on 13 April (30 min 
after the incident) shows (he characteristics of the en
vironment behind the line of thunderstorms, in which 
the wind shear incident took place (Fig. 5). The most 
prominent feature is a strong surface inversion that is 
1.0 km (3300 ft) deep. The air at the surface is cold and 
saturated due to the thunderstonn outflow, but the air 
at the top of the inversion is extremely dry. characteris
tic of surface air behind the dry line, with a dew poiO! 
depression greater than 25°C. This extremely stable 
boundary layer provides an excellent "duct" for sup
porting buoyancy osciUations, or gravity waves. As we 
shall see, these play a prominent role in creating the 
low altitude wind shear conditions at DFW. 

The sounding wind profile at this time also shows large 
vertical shear of the horizontal wind. The winds in the 
stable boundary layer are northwesterly, but shift to 
southwesterly at speeds >50 kts above the inversion. 
The large vertical wind shear throughout the atmo
sphere is due in part to the low pressure center situated 
JUSt south of DFW. 



west sIde tower freauency lor the parallels (124,15) East side tower freguency for the parallels (126,55) 

2310 - 2326: 11 aircraft depart without incident 2320 - 2331: nobody departs 

[...some assorted wx reports reported by controller from 2331 Tower: "Winds 360@ 20" 
LLWAS CF: 2311 winds 310 13 

2315 winds 30015 2332 Tower: '1I.merlcan 1352 fly heading 360 runway 
2316 winds 300 16 35L clear for take - off Winds 360 @ 20" 
2327 altimeter 29,65] (AA 1352 is an MOBO) 

2327 Tower: ·Sun Jet 610 fly heading 345 runway 2333 M 1352: "Don'llet anybody depart on 35" 
36R clear for take-off" Tower. "Say again."
 

(SJ 610 is an MD80)
 M 1352: "Hold the departures." 

2329 Tower: "American 1526 fly heading 345 [There are nearly 50 planes on the east tower frequency and 
runway 36R clear for lake-oft' the controller doesn'l know who's talking] 

(AA 1526 Is a Fokker100) 
M 1352: "., ..we had severe wind shear on 

[We naver heard a report from AA 1526 on the scanner but departure, American 1352.. we thought 
were told by ATthat pilot reported shear; it may have been re we were gonna lose it I would hold the 
ported on the departure frequency (which was not re departures. " 
corded),] Tower; '~erican 1352 contact departure on 

118.55" 
2333 SJ 610: - - too garbled to understand -  M 1352: "And I'm nolkiddin',lhatwas severe on 

departure, American 1352, good - day. ,
Tower: (repeats SJ 61 0 report to all) Anotherpilot on the ground somewhere: "Tower, do 

·Attention all aircratt..ah... aircraft you see the clouds are swirling around 
reported wind shear at 1000 feet on down here?" 
depart\;re." Tower: "Stand- by please" 

[conversation between tower & the next pilot) 2334 - controllar clears Delta 243 Heavy fortake -off on 36R. 

2337 Tower: "[your route Is) probably gonna change 
ground for a report from the Delta Heavy.) 
[In the next few minutes the next departure waits on the 

here shortly but ah, no one's gonns 
depart right now because the last one to 

2338 Tower: "...the Delta heavy jet. ...ah....said just go...here...ah... reported a 40 kt loss on 
before he released the breaks to go he departure, " 
got notice of some [wind shearl but he AA 1830: 'OK" 
didn't get any on departure." AnothBl pilot: ·You said 40 kt loss?" 

Tower: "40 kt loss, yes." 
[Next departure goes........ ,] 

2340 Tower: •...winds are 340@22" 
Aircraft waiting to depart at south end of 35L: "Down 

at this end of the runway the winds seem 
to be calm." 

2345 Tower. ".,.winds 360 @ 12" 

Figure 3. Partiallranscripts of/heWes/ side andEasl side towerfrequ.encies atDFWon 12 April J996around the time ofthe incident.
 
All times lis(ed are in GMT. Comments thai included meteoro/{)gical information were selecledfrom audio tapes ofthe scanners.
 

00£5-8 was under Super Rapid Scan Operations 
(SRSO) on April 12. The SRSO scan strategy has an 
update rate of 1 minute interspersed with 5 minute up
dates al a resolution in the visible band of 1 km. The 
dry line crossing the DallasIFon Worth area was clear
ly visible. At the time of the incident, the airpon was 
covered by thick anvils (Fig. 6), so it is impossible to 
determine wnat was going on at the airport by the satel
lite data However, the visible cloud motion from 2258 
to 2339 indicates a strongly sheared and unstable at
mosphere. The anvil tops of the convection associated 

with the dryline were blown off to the northwest by 
strong upper level southeasterly winds. The system as 
a whole was moving eastward. 

At 2223, wave fronts (low rolls made visible by cloud 
bands) emerged behind the line of thunderstonns. 
They are located 75-100 km southwest of the airport 
moving to the southwest in Fig. 6, at 2332. The fronts 
intersected a cloudy region to their north and triggered 
another patch of wave clouds moving in a different 
direction, still clearly visible at 2332 in Fig. 6. This sat



ellite data provides further evidence that the atmo
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Figure 4. Surfa~e synoptic chan for 02 on J3 April /996. 

sphere was supporting abundant low altitude gravity 
wave activity. 

3.3. Dallas Love TDWR data 

At the time of the incident the Dallas Love (DAL) 
TOWR was scanning in Hazardous Mode. The TDWR 
Hazardous scan consists of five 360~ low elevation 
tilts and twen~y-eight sector tilts, ranging from 0.1 0 to 
39.7° elevation, providing full volume coverage over 
the Danas Love allport (located approximately 10 nm 
southeast of the DAL TDWR). Unfortunately the 
DFW incident did oot occur in the DAL lUWR Haz
ardous sector, so our analysis is limited to the 360 0 tilts 
with elevations of 0.3 Q, 1.0° and 2.6 0 

, which update 
every 5 minutes. The altitude coverage provided by 
these tilts over Runway 35L is listed below. The radar 
bearnwidth is 0.5 0 , giving a vertical resolution over 
the runway of 52 Ill. (170 ft). 
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Figure 5. The Fl. Worth NWS sOllnding rak.en at 02 on April J3,1996 (30 min after lhe incidelll) is shown plo/led in a Skew-TformaI. 
The heavy curve is lhe temperature, and the thin curve is the dew poin/temperature. The winds aloft are plotted OJ the right. One barb 
equals 10 kLs, and aflag equals 50 kLs. The numerical direction and speed are written in parenlheses to the right oflhe wind graphic 
((l652):: 1&)0 al52 kJsJ. The verlicais~ale is mpressure (mb), bUllhe conversion lOa/tirude(in Kft and km) is g;venby the vertical 
scale OJ the /.eft. The primary horizon/al scale is temperature (sk.ewedjrom fawer /.eft 10 upper right) labelled in 0 Cacross the bollom 
ofthe p/()/. Notice lhe sharp surface inversion J.O km (3300 ft) deep. 



Figure 6. GOES-8 visible satellite image taken at2332 GMfon 4/12/96. The DFWnmwaypauern is sllownarthe ceTllerofrile range 
rings, which are spilced ar 20 km inrerval.J. The high lOPS o/rhe strong corrvection in rhe squall/ine are shown east of Ihe airport 
between 40 and 60 km range rings. Thearmosphere behind the front .supports gravity wave aenviry, as evidencedby the visible waves 
orientedMV to SE in the patch ofcloud west of/he airporl between JOOarul.120 km range, arul. by rhe cwud bands 10 fhe SQulhwesr. 

TILT ALTITUDE OF TOWA
 
ANGLE BEAM OVER RUNWAY 35L
 

32 m (105 ft) 
100 m (328 ft) 
257 m (843 ft) 

At 2320 GMT, a northwest-southeast orientated con
vergent boundary is apparent off the southern end of 
the fOUf parallel north-south runways in the 0.3°(not 
shown) and 1.0° tilts (Fig. 7). This boundary was one 
in a series of gravity waves which were observed in a 
0.3 0 sunace tilt flve minutes earlier southwest of 
DFW. The maximum observed velocity differential 
across this feature is 13 mls (25 kts) at an altitude of 
140 m (460 ft) AGL. The wind direction behind this 
feature is southwesterly which is consistent with lhe 
LLWAS and ASOS data discussed later. The reflecliv

ity data at this time shows a finger-like echo of 15 to 
25 dBz, on the backside of the main precipitation re
gion, which is associated with the velocity feature. On 
the 2.60 tilt approximately two minutes later, there are 
a series of azimuthal shear features at an altitude of 
500 m (1643 ft) AGL located directly above the con
vergent boundary. These likely represent the return 
flow aloft of the gravity wave, or roll structure moving 
in from the southwest. 

Surface winds remain northerly around 20 kts at 2329 
GMT, 4 minutes prior to the incident. The radial veloc
ily plot in Figure 8 shows a banding structure of weak 
winds bordered by strong winds blowing from north to 
south, which is indicative of more gravity waves. 
These bands are oriented west-southwest to east
northeast, and the northerly wind gusts are extremely 
shallow (l00 m [330 ft] deep). The observed weSlem 



Figure 7. DAL TDWR Doppler vewciry darafrom the 
1.0° tilt at 2321. A zone ojconvergence can be seen ap
proaching the east side ojthe DFW airport. 

end of one of the bands is over the south end of the inci
dent runway (35L) at 2329 GMT. Although it is nol 
shown, this patch of gravity waves over the airport was 
within. and made visible by, the back edge of the weak 
ret1ectivity region trailing the squall line. The gravity 
waves may also exist in regions outside of the weak 
precipitation, but the radar is unable to see them be
cause there are too few scatterers in the clear air. 

Careful analysis of the two time periods shown in Fig. 
8 reveals that the average gravity wave wavelength is 
approximately 5.4 km (3.4 wi). The waves were mov
ingrelative to Ithe ground at 14 mls (27 kts) toward 75° 
azimuth (ENE). At this speed it would take approxi
mately 4.5 minutes for the successive wave crests to 
cross a painton the ground. The LLWAS anemometer 
data from the CF sensor (discussed later) appears to 
also show evidence of 'litis wind panem. 

Strong banded az.imuthal shearfearures, both cyclonic 
and anticyclonic, are evident in the 2.6 0 till at 2331 
GMT (Fig. 9). The strongest winds toward the radar 
are located almost directly above the strongest north
erly winds at the surface, and probably are part of the 

Figure 8. Suiface layer (J25 m [400ft] AGL) ofDoppler radar da fa from DAL rDWR at 2324 G.'dT (left) and 2329 GMT (right). 
The dashed black lines highlighllhe bands ofhigh velociry associated W; Ih a short rrain ofgravity waves moving easl-norrheas£ward 
(re/alive 10 the ground). The thicker, hatched white lines highlighJ The bands ofconvergence propagating mfrom the southwest. The 
west end ofthe middle (third) wave is approoching the soulh end ojthe incidem ruTlWU)' (35L) aT 2329. The while dot norlhalSt oj 
DFW shows the wcation ofthe DAL TDWR. 



Figure 9. DALTDWR Dopplerveloci/Yfieldfrom2.6° Iii/aS 

2332 GMT. Azimuthnl shear in a banded pattern can be 
seen. One particularly sigrnjicanJ shear zone is localed over 
the east runways. This jeature is approximately 250 m (820 
ftJAGL. 

return flow of the gravity wave rolls. The azimuthal 
shear was particularly strong over the north end of the 
east runways, with a 32 mls (62 kts) velocity differen
tial (+10/-22) over an azimuthal distance of about 4 
km (2.5 mil. Some shear at this altitude (250 m [820 
fil) was likely present over the west runways as well, 
and may account for the pireps of "wind shear at WOO 
ft" reported on the west runways (Fig. 3). 

Since observers noticed a "rotating cloud crossing the 
airfield" and a pilot mentioned the clouds "swirling 
around down here", we attempted to locate a rotational 
feature in IDWR data near the surface. There was no 
clear rotational couplet visible in the lowest TDWR 
tilt at the time of the incident. However, faint remnants 
of the convergent boundary (gravity waves) coming 
from the southwest are still visible in Fig. 8. (Since 
there is very little precipitation, the radar signal of this 
feature is weak and noisy.) One boundary, oriented at 
approximately right angles to the main series of grav
ity waves (oriented southwest to northeast), is crossing 
the north end of 35L at 2329, and so is likely to be inter
secting these waves. The wind maxima in Figure 9 at 
250 m (820 ft) AGL associated with the main group of 
gravity waves, do appear coincident with !be wave 
crests in this second "southwest" group of waves. 

If these two groups of gravity waves did intersect, the 
surface winds gusting from the southwest might com
bine with northerly wind gusts from the main gravity 
wave traiD to create zones of vorticity, which could 
spin up into tight, rapidly spinning vortices. The inter
section of gravity waves at nearly right angles, with 
winds blowing in nearly opposite directions, we be
lieve represents a plausible hypothesis for a mecha
nism to create zones of vorticity and dangerous low al
titude rotational wind shear. There is some evidence 
for strong rolational shear over the airport around the 
time of the incident in the LLWAS and ASOS data, de· 
scribed in the following section. 

3.4. DFW LLWAS and ASOS data 

TheDFW airport has an LLWAS-2networkconsisting 
of six sensors: CP, NE, NW, W, SE and Sw. LLWAS 
stations report only wind speed and wind direction, but 
do so at 10 s intervals. the wind data from all six sen
sors is ploued in Figure 10. 

The CF sensor shows a wind pattern which is consis
tent with a gravity wave crossing the airport at the time 
of the incident. The winds begin as northerly and 
somewhat gusty around 20 kts. Just before the inci
dent, they shift in direction through easterly, where the 
wind speed drops to less than 10 kts, then to southerly 
through westerly at the time of the incident, where the 
winds pick up again (20 kts), back around to northerly 
where the wind gusts to 30 kts and then settles back to 
the fonner approximately 20 let speed. (Notice that the 
wind direction scale on the CF plot wraps around at 
340°). The CF wind speed fm;t peaks from the north 
at 2330: 10 (360 0 at 22 kts) and again al2334:40 (340 0 

at 30 kts). These points are illustrated by dashed verti
cal lines on the CF plot in Figure 10. The time differ
ence is 4.5 min. matching the time estimate for succes
sive gravity wave crests to cross a point on me surface, 
based on TDWR gravity wave wavelength and motion 
estimates. The northerly wind direction at the time of 
the peak wind speeds also matches the pattern found 
in the TDWR velocity data. 

The SW station also shows a significant wind shift 
prior to the time of the incident. The wind direction 
backs from 20° to 200° in advance of the incident, 
gusts from 5 to 14 kts, and then veers to 290"'. It is in
teresting to note that this station shows a backing wind 
pattern wirh a wind gust from the southwest, while the 
CF sensor shows a veering wind pattern with gusts 
from the north. This could be evidence of the two dif
ferent gravity wave trains we found in the TD\VR dala. 
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Figure JO. Plofs ofwind speed and direcrionfrom sixLLWAS sratioTlS surrounding DFW airport. Rrfa 10 Fig. I forlocaJioTlS ofthe
 
UWAS swtions relative to runways. Note Ihal the scales on e<lch plot are dijferenr in order to CQ.plure the wind profiles.
 

Other evidence of the gravity wave(s) in the LLWAS DFW ASOS data is available for the 90 minutes prior 
data is somewhat less clear. The NE sensor shows to and the 35 minutes following the incident. The ob
some peak wind gusts from the north at an earlier time, servations from 2210 GMT to 0009 GMT are shown 
which may have been due to a wave crest. The W, N\V below in Table L The NWS employs a contractor who 
and SE LLWAS sensors show little deviation in wind augments the ASOS data with comments about the sig
speed or direction in the time period leading up to the nificant weather, and who issues special observations 
incident. (off-hourly) when conditions warrant 



Table J. ASOS data 

TIME 
(GMT) 

PRESSURE 
(mb) 

TEMP 
(deg F) 

DE\\,POINT 
(degF) 

WIND SPEED 
(knots) 

WINDDlR 
(degrees) SIGNIFICANT WEATHER 

2210 1002.7 74 66 18G32 230 occasionallighLDlng 

2222 1003.1 70 60 19G23 260 occasional lightning 

2236 1003.2 63 60 15 300 o~iaoallightning 

2253 1004.0 62 60 15G20 290 o~ooal lightning 

2308 1002.9 61 60 14 330 pressure falling rapidly 

2317 1003.8 61 60 16 300 occasianallightning 

2332 1001.1 60 60 18 10 pressure falling rapiilly 

2334 100l.3 60 60 13G27 140 pressure jump at 2333* 

2336 1001.9 60 60 27G33 330 peak wind @ 2335. 33 knot 

2343 1003.7 60 59 16G33 350 occasional lightning 

2353 1004.5 60 58 10 360 
0009 1004.2 58 57 14 350 

*Comrnent "pressure jump at 2333" appeared in ASOS observation at 2353 GMT. 

The gusty winds in association with the squall line pas
sage can be seen pri or to 2317. At 23 32, the wind be
comes gusty again and shift to the east, then southeast 
at 2334 (27 kts) and northwest at 2336 (33 kts). II has 
returned to ils northerly direction by 2343. 

A small plot of the LLWAS and ASOS winds one min
ute after the incident, at 2334, is shown in Figure 11. 
The north end of the airport is clearly under the influ
ence of northerly surface winds, with the strongest guSI 

reported at CF. However, the ASOS station (and SW) 
show more southerly wind gusts. Figure 11 provides 
defInite evidence of small-scale vorticity in the sur
face wind field on the south and especially east sides 
of the airfield near the time of the incidenL 

The pressure trace near the time of the incident is also 
interesting. At 2332 GMT, the pressure has fallen to 

1001.1 rob, dropping 2.7 rob within 15 min. We cannOt 

tell if the abrupt change in pressure is due to the gravity 
wave(s) or a small low pressure area associated with 
a vortex (or both), but the change itself provides evi
dence of strong wind penurbations and low altitude 
wind shear. The aircraft departed runway 35L at the 
time of lowest pressure recorded by ASOS, and during 
the rapid windshUt. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

On April 12, 1996 at 2333 GMT, AA 1352, an MD-80 
aircraft, experienced severe wind shear while taking 
off from Runway 35L at DFW. The LLWAS and ASOS 

data both showed a significant wind shift to a tailwind 
during the time of the incident. Our analysis of the 

Figure 11. Plot ofwiruls az2334 GMT, one minUTe after the 
incidem.17lewhitesquareis theASOSstalion, rheothersare 
UWAS sfations. One long wind barb equals 10 Ids; a sJwrt 
barb equals 5 las. 

DAL TDWR data revealed that two separate groups of 
gravity waves, oriented at nearly right angles to each 
other, were preseot at the airport between 2325 and 
2335 GMT. Passage of the gravity waves was also evi
dent in the LLWAS data. 

The visual observations defmitely suggests a rotation
al feature crossed the path of the incident aircraft. Our 
hypothesis for the generation of rotational shear over 
the airport is that two gravity wave trains intersected, 
where the northerly winds from one group combined 
with the southwesterly winds from the other to create 
a large amount of vorticity. The lack of a strong south
west rorface wiod or a rotational signature in the 



TDWR surface data is evidence against this hypothe
sis, but such a signal might also not have been visible 
due to data contamination and/or feature resolution. 
The surface wind observations, though, showed clear 
evidence of rotational shear. If one or more vonices 
did develop, they could have enhanced the wjnd shift 
associated with the gravity waves at low altitudes. 

One more piece of evidence that may support the inter
secting gravity wave analysis is the visual appearance 
of the clouds as "like the top of a meringue pie". The 
interference pattern of the two sets of gravity wave 
rolls might be expected to give a complicated pattern 
of vertical motions, leading to a similarly complicated 
pattern of peaks and troughs in the cloud base. This 
could, in fact, resemble a meringue pie top! 




